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Abstract 

Extinction learning, the process of ceasing an acquired behavior in response to altered             
reinforcement contingencies, is essential for survival in a changing environment. So far, research             
has mostly neglected the learning dynamics and variability of behavior during extinction learning             
and instead focused on a few response types that were studied by population averages. Here, we                
take a different approach by analyzing the trial-by-trial dynamics of operant extinction learning in              
both pigeons and a computational model. The task involved discriminant operant conditioning in             
context A, extinction in context B, and a return to context A to test the context-dependent return of                  
the conditioned response (ABA renewal). By studying single learning curves across animals            
under repeated sessions of this paradigm, we uncovered a rich variability of behavior during              
extinction learning: (1) Pigeons prefer the unrewarded alternative choice in one-third of the             
sessions, predominantly during the very first extinction session an animal encountered. (2) In             
later sessions, abrupt transitions of behavior at the onset of context B emerge, and (3) the                
renewal effect decays as sessions progress. While these results could be interpreted in terms of               
rule learning mechanisms, we show that they can be parsimoniously accounted for by a              
computational model based only on associative learning between stimuli and actions. Our work             
thus demonstrates the critical importance of studying the trial-by-trial dynamics of learning in             
individual sessions, and the unexpected power of “simple” associative learning processes. 

Significance Statement 

Operant conditioning is essential for the discovery of purposeful actions, but once a             
stimulus-response association is acquired, the ability to extinguish it in response to altered reward              
contingencies is equally important. These processes also play a fundamental role in the             
development and treatment of pathological behaviors such as drug addiction, overeating and            
gambling. Here we show that extinction learning is not limited to the cessation of a previously                
reinforced response, but also drives the emergence of complex and variable choices that change              
from learning session to learning session. At first sight, these behavioral changes appear to              
reflect abstract rule learning, but we show in a computational model that they can emerge from                
“simple” associative learning.  
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Introduction 
 
Animals modify their behavioral repertoire based on the consequences of their own actions.             
Whether a certain behavior is reinforced or not, respectively increases or decreases the likelihood              
that this behavior is repeated in a similar situation (1). This process of operant conditioning is not                 
only pivotal for the discovery of purposeful actions, but also plays a fundamental role in the                
development of pathological behaviors such as drug addiction, overeating and gambling (2–6).            
Once a purposeful behavior is acquired, the ability to extinguish it as a result of altered reward                 
contingencies is also essential for survival. The importance of this so-called extinction learning is              
emphasized by the fact that all vertebrate and invertebrate species tested exhibit this ability              
(7–14).  
 
Although extinction may involve some erasure of the previously acquired memory (15, 16), there              
is strong evidence that it also involves new learning (17–19). According to the latter view, during                
extinction, the previously acquired memory trace is inhibited by a secondary memory trace. This              
new learning seems to depend on the context for expression, which is compatible with the idea                
that contextual cues can support memory retrieval (20). A prominent phenomenon in support of              
extinction as new learning is the renewal effect, where an extinguished behavior reemerges when              
the animal is removed from the context where extinction learning took place (17, 18, 21). If                
extinction were constituted by erasure of the acquired association, a context-dependent relapse            
of the previously conditioned response should not occur. Maintaining the acquired association            
despite extinction might offer an advantage over deletion since behavior that was once useful              
might become useful again in the future under different conditions. However, the            
context-dependence of extinction has a severe downside under conditions like exposure therapy,            
where a seemingly extinguished pathological behavior resurfaces when patients switch from a            
therapy context to their regular environment (22). Therefore, understanding operant extinction           
and the factors that influence its reappearance can be helpful in developing treatments for several               
pathological behaviors and in preventing their reappearance (2, 22). 
 
Previous studies have shown that extinction is not limited to a decrease in a previously reinforced                
behavior, but it can also drive the emergence of new, previously non-reinforced behaviors             
(23–27). This becomes particularly relevant in real world settings and experimental designs            
where there are multiple alternative choices that have equivalent value in a particular situation.              
Notwithstanding, studies of operant extinction have focused mostly on the cessation of specific             
responses, often neglecting the effect that extinction might have on other available actions.             
Consider, for example, a rat in a T-maze that has been conditioned to choose the right arm in                  
response to a discriminant stimulus. During a subsequent extinction phase, this rat can choose              
between at least four equally non-reinforced behaviors: turn left, turn right, return to the starting               
point before reaching the decision point, and refuse to leave the starting point altogether.              
Nevertheless, a typical analysis focuses only on the cessation of the previously conditioned             
response, in this case, turning right (28, 29). In this way, the effect of extinction learning on choice                  
behavior remains undisclosed. Taking into account this choice behavior and its variability is             
important to test putative mechanisms of extinction learning and decision making. One            
particularly challenging issue in this respect is to explain the expression of alternative choices that               
provide no added value, such as in the example case described above. In fact, existing models                
predict that all the choices available in the presence of the extinction stimulus should be               
extinguished, and therefore, the extinction phase should be characterized by the absence of             
active choices (15, 30). 
 
A further major problem for understanding the cognitive processes and neural mechanisms            
underlying operant extinction is the tradition of pooling and averaging across subjects and             
sessions. Such analyses not only conceal the complexity of behavior during a learning task (28,               
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31–34), but also obscure the dynamics of learning within and across sessions (18, 19).              
Considering this variability is of particular importance for three main reasons. First, some             
important features of the behavior, such as the expression of alternative choices during             
extinction, or the absence of the renewal effect in some sessions or subjects (31) can be lost in                  
the grand average. Second, computational models usually assume that the properties of the             
average curve are representative of those of individual curves (30, 32, 33). This assumption              
prevents models from giving a comprehensive account of the phenomenon of extinction learning,             
in particular with regard to the expression of choice behavior and its variability across subjects               
and sessions. Third, relevant neural correlates of behavior can be missed or misinterpreted if              
neural activity and behavior are averaged across trials or sessions, or if neural activity is               
averaged across neurons, since the averages are probably not representative of single-trial            
outcomes (34, 35). 
 
In the present study, we analyzed the choice behavior of pigeons undergoing multiple sessions of               
an operant extinction learning task. Each session consisted of three subsequent stages: (1)             
acquisition learning of discriminant operant behavior in context A; (2) extinction learning in             
context B, and (3) return to context A to test for ABA renewal. Furthermore, we addressed the                 
aforementioned issues of classical behavioral analyses by focusing on the trial-by-trial dynamics            
of choice behavior in single sessions and individual subjects. This approach uncovered a rich              
repertoire of choice behavior associated with the extinction and renewal-test phases that are key              
to understanding associative learning mechanisms, and that are seldom reported. Considering           
these diverse and individual learning trajectories, we developed a parsimonious model consisting            
of an associative network and a winner-takes-all decision making process. In spite of its              
simplicity, this model could account for the rich behavioral phenomena observed in the data. 
 
Results 
 
Animals underwent multiple sessions of a discriminative operant conditioning task that consisted            
of three consecutive phases (Fig. 1A) (36). In the initial acquisition phase, which took place under                
white house lights (context A), animals had to learn to associate two session-unique novel visual               
stimuli with either a left-peck or a right-peck response. During acquisition, food was delivered              
after every correct choice. Once animals reached a performance threshold for both stimuli, the              
task entered the extinction phase, which took place under colored house lights, either red              
(context B1) or green (context B2). Here, one of the novel stimuli was randomly chosen to                
become the extinction stimulus (ExtS). Responses to this stimulus were no longer rewarded for              
the remainder of the session. Once the responses to the extinction stimulus dropped below a               
performance threshold, the task switched to the renewal-test phase with a return to context A.               
This third phase was used to test whether operant responses associated with the extinction              
stimulus reappeared under context A in the absence of reinforcement. Throughout the whole             
session, trials in which the novel stimuli were presented were interspersed with control trials, in               
which two other familiar stimuli were presented and in which pigeons were consistently rewarded              
for correct responses. These two stimuli served both as controls as well as fix points for the                 
animals throughout the experiment as they did not have to learn their stimulus-response             
association in each individual session. In total, we collected data for 156 sessions obtained from               
12 pigeons, and we analyzed their behavior as follows. 
 
Visualizing choice-behavior in single sessions. To visualize the time-course of learning within            
single sessions, we focused on the cumulative record of successive behavioral responses as a              
function of trial number (37, 38). However, we departed from the traditional ‘unipolar’ way of               
encoding the responses, which focuses on the presence of the reinforced choice only. Instead,              
we used a ‘bipolar’ encoding to reveal the presence of alternative choices (Fig. 1A, middle).               
Figure 1B illustrates the difference between the cumulative learning curves resulting from these             
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two ways of encoding the behavior. In the traditional unipolar encoding, the presence or absence               
of the reinforced response in a given trial is signaled by 1 or 0, respectively. Thus, the expression                  
of the conditioned response is reflected in the cumulative learning curve as a positive slope, and                
extinction is revealed as a gradual decay of the slope towards 0. This pattern is visible in                 
individual sessions (Fig. 1B, gray trace) as well as in the grand average across sessions (Fig.                
1C). The presence of the renewal effect, on the other hand, is marked by a sudden increase in                  
the slope of the cumulative learning curve upon switching to the acquisition context A. The grand                
average shown in Figure 1C reflects this received view on extinction learning and is consistent               
with previous studies on ABA renewal (2, 9, 31, 36). However, the unipolar encoding focuses only                
on the response that has been conditioned during the acquisition phase (henceforth, 'conditioned             
choice'), thus occluding the effect of extinction on the other available response (henceforth,             
'alternative choice'). To gain a more detailed view of the behavior within a session, we encoded                
each conditioned choice, alternative choice, or omission as +1, -1 and 0, respectively. Using this               
bipolar encoding, the slope in the cumulative curve reveals biases towards specific responses             
(Figs. 1 B and 2A, black traces): a positive or negative slope indicates a tendency to prefer the                  
conditioned choice or the alternative choice, respectively. A slope of 0 indicates either a              
continuous chain of omissions or random mixtures of conditioned and alternative choices, which             
could be interpreted as exploratory responses. In Figure 1B, for example, the bipolar encoding              
(black trace) reveals that extinction and re-extinction are dominated by a persistent selection of              
the alternative choice, even though the animal was never rewarded for this response in the               
presence of the extinction stimulus. This behavior was hidden in the cumulative record when              
both, alternative choices and omissions, were encoded as 0 in the unipolar encoding (Fig. 1B,               
gray trace). Thus, the use of the bipolar encoding uncovered a rich variability of choice behavior                
during the extinction and renewal-test phases (Fig. 2). 
 
Diversity and dynamics of choice-behavior during extinction. According to the canonical           
view of extinction learning, as animals experience a withdrawal of reinforcers upon the onset of               
context B, they initially persist on the previously reinforced choice for several trials before              
gradually changing their behavior towards omissions (39–41). In our analysis, learning curves            
were considered canonical (e.g., Fig 2A1) if behavior remained unchanged within the first 5              
presentations of the extinction stimulus, and if they exhibited no significant preference for the              
alternative choice during the extinction phase (see Materials and Methods). We grouped all the              
sessions exhibiting these features under class 1 (Fig. 2B1), which accounted for 44% of the               
cumulative learning curves across all pigeons and sessions. However, in other cases, even             
though extinction was dominated by omissions as in the canonical case, the change in behavior               
seemed to occur abruptly upon the onset of context B (e.g., Fig. 2A2). These changes were                
apparently driven by the switch from the acquisition to the extinction context. To quantify the               
presence of these abrupt transitions, we considered a transition abrupt if the pigeon emitted at               
least 3 non-reinforced choices (alternative choices or omissions) within the first 5 trials of the               
extinction phase (p = 0.022, Binomial test). All the sessions exhibiting abrupt transitions and no               
significant preference for the alternative choice (see below) were grouped as class 2, and              
constituted 22% of the curves analyzed (Fig. 2B2).  
 
Furthermore, we also found curves that developed negative slopes during extinction, revealing a             
preference for the alternative choice over omissions (e.g. Figs. A3 and A4), even though this               
behavior was never reinforced for the extinction stimulus. To assess the significance of these              
responses, we calculated the probability p of obtaining the observed number of alternative             
choices by chance (see Methods for details), and regarded the observation as significant if              
p<0.05. According to this analysis, in one-third of the sessions animals exhibited a significant              
preference for the alternative choice during the extinction phase. Among these sessions, 90%             
exhibited chains of 5 to 25 consecutive trials (median: 7 trials) where the animals opted for the                 
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alternative choice, further indicating that these choices are not random occurrences. We name             
these chains persistent alternative choices. We further divided the extinction sessions expressing            
a significant preference for the alternative choice according to whether they expressed smooth             
transitions upon the onset of context B or not, giving rise to classes 3 (occurrence rate: 18%) and                  
4 (occurrence rate: 15%), respectively (Figs. B3 and B4). In summary, while 44% of the learning                
curves followed the canonical view of extinction learning, the majority of the learning curves              
(56%) deviated in at least one major aspect: either because animals exhibited abrupt transitions              
at the onset of context B (class 2), or favored the alternative choice over omissions during                
extinction (class 3), or both (class 4, Fig. 2B4). 
 
The previous analysis focused on the prevalence of diverse behavioral patterns across animals             
and sessions. Such analysis, however, overlooks not only interindividual variability, but also the             
effect that learning history might have on the expression of different classes of behavior. To this                
end, we analyzed the way in which the behavioral types described in Figure 2 were distributed                
across pigeons and sessions (Fig. 3). To assess interindividual variability, we quantified the             
prevalence of the four types of learning curve within single pigeons (Fig. 3A), and found that they                 
do not express a particular behavioral type consistently. In fact, all 7 pigeons for which sufficient                
data was available (> 6 sessions) exhibited all four types of behavior. To get insights on the                 
effects of re-testing the animals repeatedly, we also analyzed the session-to-session changes in             
the distribution of learning curve types (Fig. 3B). Curves with smooth transitions (clusters 1 and 3)                
dominated the first session (see also Fig. S1), and occurred less frequently in later sessions. To                
confirm this observation, we used the method proposed by Gallistel et. al. (37) to determine the                
change point of the learning curves during extinction. We found that the change of behavior               
occurred significantly later in the first sessions as compared to the subsequent sessions (p =               
0.023; KS-Test, Fig. S2). Another peculiar aspect of the first session was its relatively large               
proportion of negative responses (58%), with respect to the proportion found in all the remaining               
sessions combined (31%; p=0.028; z-test).  
 
Variability in the renewal effect. To assess the presence of the renewal effect in a given                
session, we tested whether the number of conditioned choices emitted during the renewal-test             
phase was significant or not (Fig. 2A, stars on top right of the panels). Using this analysis, we                  
quantified the prevalence of the renewal effect in each pigeon (Fig. 3C) and its session-to-session               
variability across pigeons (Fig. 3D). Seven out of 8 pigeons that contributed at least 6 sessions                
exhibited renewal in a significant (p < 0.05; binomial test) fraction of their learning curves (range:                
22 % to 67 %). Remarkably, even though the renewal effect appeared intermittently in single               
pigeons (Fig. S3), its overall prevalence across all pigeons decayed as sessions progressed (Fig.              
3D and S3). Indeed, the fraction of pigeons expressing renewal was negatively correlated with              
session number (r = -0.68; p = 0.002; Fig. S3). 
 
Associative learning can generate complex choice behavior. So far, we have reported three             
key findings in our behavioral data: (1) Smooth transitions of behavior at the onset of context B                 
are more prevalent during the first exposure to the extinction task than in later sessions. (2)                
During extinction, pigeons express a preference for the alternative choice in nearly one-third of              
the sessions, most prominently in the first session. And (3), the renewal effect shows an overall                
decay as sessions progress. In light of these results, it is tempting to conclude that the animals                 
adapt their behavior to the structure of the task when subjected to it repeatedly (see Discussion                
for details). However, several studies indicate that pigeons might not possess the cognitive             
capabilities to grasp abstract rules (42–44). Motivated by this apparent inconsistency, we            
assessed to which extent simple associative learning could account for the behavior we             
observed. To this end, we implemented a parsimonious model aimed at capturing the associative              
aspect of the task (Fig. 4A). This model embodies two fundamental principles of associative              
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learning. First, representations of the present (discriminant) stimuli can freely establish both            
positive and negative associations with motor actions. Second, these associations are modulated            
by reinforcement contingencies. Additionally, we treat the context as just another stimulus that             
can establish direct inhibitory and excitatory associations with specific motor actions, in            
accordance with recent studies (17, 18, 21). Figure 4A summarizes the components of the model,               
which operate as follows: Sensory units (ovals) signal the representation of the context and              
specific stimuli in working memory. These units can establish direct excitatory connections with             
the motor units (triangles) mediating the left (L) and right (R) responses. They can also inhibit the                 
motor units via interneurons (circles). Thus, excitatory and inhibitory associations between stimuli            
and actions are mediated by two independent pathways, as previously suggested (45, 46). The              
decision making is performed by a simple winner-takes-all mechanism, where the motor unit with              
the highest activation drives the corresponding behavioral response. If both motor units are             
inhibited below their threshold of activation, no response is selected, resulting in a choice              
omission. Excitatory connections to motor units are reinforced if a reward is delivered, and remain               
unchanged otherwise. Conversely, connections onto interneurons are reinforced only if a reward            
is not delivered, and remain unchanged otherwise. The synaptic weights (i.e., associative            
strengths) mediating these connections grow asymptotically towards a saturation value, in           
accordance with standard models of associative learning (15, 47, 48). In the following, we use               
this model to show how the associations between the context signal and the left and right                
responses established within the time course of one session can give rise to a variety of choice                 
behavior as sessions progress (Fig. 4C). Additionally, we show that this simple associative             
model, when subjected to the same experimental paradigm as the pigeons in our study,              
generates a trend of behavioral changes similar to that observed in the pigeons (Fig. 5).  
 
To illustrate the basic interactions underlying the behavior of the model, we begin by putting the                
model through a simplified version of the protocol used in the behavioral experiments (Fig. 4C).               
Here, for simplicity, only two stimuli were presented instead of four, and only one extinction               
context was used instead of two. Briefly, during the acquisition phase, responses to the left or                
right were reinforced when the corresponding stimuli, StimL or StimR, were presented,            
respectively. At the onset of the extinction phase, the context unit was activated and no rewards                
were given in the presence of the extinction stimulus (StimL in Fig. 4C1), regardless of the                
response given. Figure 4C shows the behavior of the model during the first and subsequent               
three sessions of the task. These four sessions provide an example of how associative learning               
can generate the complex choice behavior observed in the experimental data. To illustrate the              
evolution of the associations giving rise to the behavior of the model, we display the excitatory                
and inhibitory contributions of both context and extinction stimulus to the activity of the left and                
right motor units (Fig. 4B and Fig. 4C, bottom panels) at specific points of the learning curve                 
(indicated by red circles in Fig. 4C, top panels). Namely, at the onset of the extinction phase (a),                  
during extinction (b), at the onset of the renewal-test phase (c), and at the end of the renewal-test                  
phase (d). 
 
No abrupt transition at context B onset in first sessions. In the first session, the resulting                
cumulative response to the extinction stimulus, e.g. StimL, exhibits the expected positive slope at              
the end of acquisition (Fig. 4C1, black trace), which remains for several trials during the extinction                
phase (indicated by the gray shaded area and the horizontal red bar in Fig. 3B and D). This                  
smooth transition at the onset of context B (Fig. 3C1, (a)) is driven by the strong association                 
between StimL and the left response that was established during the acquisition phase, which is               
reflected in the strong net activation of the left motor unit due to the presence of StimL (Fig. 3C1                   
(a) in the bottom panel). As the extinction phase progresses, the conditioned choice is gradually               
suppressed, since the lack of reinforcements to operant responses to StimL leads to the              
emergence of negative associations between StimL and the left response, and between StimL             
and context (Fig. 3C1 (b) black and red lines in bottom panel, respectively). Since it takes several                 
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trials without reinforcements to build up the inhibition required to suppress the activation of the L                
response in the presence of StimL, our model predicts that the choice behavior changes smoothly               
at the onset of the extinction phase in the first session.  
 
Preference for the alternative choice during extinction. As extinction learning progresses, the            
model favors the alternative choice over omissions (Fig. 4C1, (b)), just as pigeons often did (see                
Fig. 1B, 2A3 and 2A4). This behavior results from the higher activation of motor unit R in the                  
presence of the extinction stimulus StimL, which is explained as follows: In our experimental              
paradigm, during the extinction phase, responses of the motor unit R have been reinforced in the                
presence of both StimR (non-extinction stimulus) and the extinction context (red illumination).            
Consequently, a positive association between context and the right motor unit (Fig. 4C (b), red               
box) has formed. This association between the context and the motor unit R alone is now strong                 
enough to tilt the balance between the two responses in favor of the alternative (right) choice in                 
the presence of the extinction stimulus StimL. As the extinction phase progresses, responses in              
the presence of StimL remain unrewarded. Therefore, all the inhibitory connections from StimL             
and context to both, the left and right motor units, are further reinforced. This example illustrates                
the principle behind how alternative choices arise in our model. First, there is competition              
between excitatory and inhibitory drive to execute a particular response. Second, the different             
response options (R or L) compete against one another. The model’s choice is ultimately the               
outcome of these two levels of competition in the decision-making process. 
 
Abrupt changes of behavior at the onset of the extinction phase. In the second session, during                
acquisition, a new pair of stimuli, StimL 2 and StimR 2 , are associated with the left and right                
responses, respectively, and StimL 2 was chosen as the extinction stimulus. This time, upon the              
onset of the extinction phase, there is a positive association between context and the motor unit                
R, which was established in the previous session (Fig. 4C2 (a), bottom; compare with the               
corresponding point in Fig. 4C1). As a result, in this example, the net activation of L and R is                   
nearly balanced, and the given response is mostly determined by the noise. In the general case,                
however, it is also possible that the activation of R stemming from the positive influence of                
context is able to tilt the balance in favor of the alternative choice (the right response in this                  
example). In any case, an abrupt change in behavior upon the onset of context B ensues (Fig.                 
4C2 (a)). Since this mechanism requires previous exposure to the extinction context, this             
behavior could not be observed during the first session in the model, similar to our finding in                 
pigeons (Fig. 3B).  
 
Intermittence of the renewal effect. In sessions 1 and 2, it is possible to see how operant                 
responses to the extinction stimulus suddenly re-emerge upon the onset of the renewal-test             
phase (Fig. 4C1 and 4C2 (c)). Here, renewal emerges due to the release of inhibition by context                 
B on a specific response (Fig. 4C1 and 4C2, bottom (c)), as previously suggested (18, 21).                
However, this effect vanishes in the third session (Fig. 4C3, top (c), and reappears in the fourth                 
(Fig. 4C4, top, (c)). This intermittence of the renewal-effect is explained as follows: In the third                
session (Fig. 4C3), StimR 3 is chosen as the extinction stimulus. At the onset of extinction, there is                 
a very strong activation of the right response (Fig. 4C3, bottom (b)) due to its positive association                 
to both StimR 3 and context B, established during acquisition and previous sessions, respectively.             
Therefore, it takes more trials to extinguish the association between StimR 3 and the right              
response, which translates to a persistent extinction curve (Fig. 4C3, top, gray area). This long               
process of extinction, in turn, results in a very strong negative association between StimR 3 and               
the right response at the end of the extinction phase (Fig. 4C3, bottom (b)). Therefore, at the                 
onset of the renewal-test, the release of context inhibition on the right response is not sufficient to                 
drive the renewal effect (Fig. 4C3, bottom (c). In the fourth session, however, the strength of both                 
negative and positive associations between context and the right response are close to their              
balanced saturated state (Fig. 4C4, bottom, (a)). Thus, the extinction process increases only the              
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negative association between StimR 4 and the right response, leaving the remaining context-right            
response associations intact (Fig. 4C4, bottom, (b)). In this case, at the onset of the renewal-test                
phase, the net input to the right response resulting from the negative and positive associations               
between StimR 4 and the right response established during acquisition and extinction is still             
positive, resulting in the re-emergence of renewal (Fig. 4C4, (c)).  
 
In the example sequence shown in Figure 4C, the associations between the extinction context              
and the motor response that is no longer rewarded during extinction created imbalances at the               
initial stage of extinction (Fig. 4, points a). These imbalances gave rise to counterintuitive              
behaviors in sessions 1 to 3. However, once both positive and negative associations between the               
context and L and R responses balance each other out, the context can no longer exert its                 
counter-intuitive effect on the responses. Such wearing-out of the context effectiveness not only             
predicts a more prominent preference for alternative choices during the first session, but also an               
overall decay of the renewal effect (see below). 
 
Associative learning predicts the general trend observed in the behavioral data. So far, we              
have used a simplified version of the behavioral task to illustrate the principles by which simple                
associative processes can give rise to some of the complex behaviors observed in the data,               
namely, we have used only two stimuli in each session, and only one context (B). Furthermore,                
we have only taken the extinction context into account, omitting the action of context A during the                 
acquisition and renewal-test phases. The inclusion of those elements in the model enables             
context A to establish positive and negative associations with the response units during the              
acquisition and renewal-test phases, respectively. These associations are carried over to           
subsequent sessions, increasing the complexity of the interactions between contexts and           
responses. In the following, we included these additional features and tested whether a             
population of pigeon-models subject to several sessions of training could reproduce the trends             
exhibited by the pigeons in our study (Fig. 2). In particular, we focused on the distribution across                 
sessions of two features of the learning curves, namely, the preference for the alternative choice               
during the extinction phase, and the vanishing renewal effect.  
 
The population consisted of 20 pigeon-models, each of which was subject to a sequence of 20                
training sessions where the extinction context and the extinction stimulus were selected            
randomly, as in the behavioral experiments. For simplicity, all the synapses in the pigeon-models              
had the same parameters: The learning rates of all the excitatory connections to motor units (λe )                
were set to 0.02. For the connections to the interneurons mediating the inhibitory associations,              
the learning rates (λi ) were set to either to 0.005, 0.01 or 0.02. Thus, we tested the effect of three                    
different ratios of inhibitory/excitatory learning rates (λi /λe in Fig. 5B and C). All synaptic weights               
saturated at a value of 20 (see Methods). Since no parameter was adjusted between sessions,               
the variability in the learning curves stemmed solely from the history of learning, i.e. the sequence                
of extinction contexts and extinction stimuli across sessions. A sample of four learning curves              
obtained from one of the pigeon-models (Fig. 5A) exhibits all three interesting features we              
uncovered in the pigeon behavior: preference for alternative choices during extinction, abrupt            
transitions of behavior upon onset of context B, and absence of the renewal effect. Like the                
pigeons in our study, the model shows a preference for the alternative choice during extinction,               
which rapidly declines as a function of session number (Fig. 5B, top). The proportion of               
pigeon-models emitting a significant number of alternative responses (Fig. 5B, bottom)           
qualitatively reproduces the findings in our experimental data. Across the set of parameters             
tested, the significant expression of alternative choices was limited to the first few sessions. Also               
qualitatively reproducing our observations in pigeons, the expression of the renewal effect            
declined as a function of session number, as evidenced by both the average proportion of               
conditioned choices emitted in the renewal-test phase (Fig. 5C, top), and in the proportion of               
pigeon-models emitting a significant number of conditioned choices (Fig. 5C, bottom). The decay             
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of the renewal effect was strongly modulated by the learning rate of inhibition .  
 
Discussion  
 
We have analyzed the behavior of pigeons subject to multiple sessions of a task involving               
discriminant operant conditioning in context A, extinction in context B, and a return to context A to                 
test for the return of the conditioned response. By focusing on learning curves from individual               
animals and single sessions, we uncovered a rich diversity and dynamics of behavior during the               
extinction and renewal-test phases: (1) Upon the onset of the extinction phase, pigeons tended to               
persist on the conditioned choice mostly during the first session, whereas abrupt transitions of              
behavior emerged exclusively in later sessions. (2) During extinction, pigeons preferred the            
unrewarded alternative choice in one third of the sessions, predominantly during the first one.              
And (3), the renewal effect was intermittent and decayed as sessions progressed. To reveal              
potential mechanisms of this rich behavioral variability, we used a computational model to show              
that associative learning, in combination with a winner-takes-all decision process, can express a             
complex variability of behavior, similar to that observed in the data. The fact that the context can                 
establish direct associations with specific responses is critical for our model’s ability to account for               
the data.  
 
Smooth and abrupt transitions upon the onset of extinction. Previous studies have reported             
that, after the onset of the extinction phase, the previously reinforced response can persist for               
several trials before showing signs of decay (39–41). This is indeed what we observed in 62% of                 
the individually analyzed sessions (Figs. 2B1 and B3). However, in the remainder of the sessions,               
behavior changed abruptly at the onset of the extinction phase (Figs. 2B2 and B4). Remarkably,               
the type of transition was not evenly distributed across sessions: Smooth transitions dominated             
the first session, whereas abrupt transitions emerged exclusively after the first session (Fig. 3B).              
In previous studies, abrupt transitions might have been masked either because subjects were             
exposed to only one session (49, 50), or because results were pooled across several              
sessions/subjects (36), or they were not present because reinforcers were gradually reduced over             
time (51). In our model, the prevalence of smooth transitions during the first session, and the fact                 
that abrupt transitions occurred almost exclusively in later sessions, is a consequence of the              
history of associations between the context and specific responses (17, 18, 21, 52, 53). Upon the                
first exposure to the extinction phase, negative associations between the context and specific             
motor responses require several trials to build up (e.g. Fig 4C1), but once established, they can                
exert an effect on the behavior in later sessions (e.g. Fig. 4C2-4). This inheritance of               
context-response associations can lead to abrupt transitions of behavior upon switching to the             
extinction context, which can only occur in sessions after the first exposure to a              
context-dependent extinction phase.  
 
What underlies the preference for the alternative choice during extinction? It has been             
shown that extinction is not limited to a decrease in a previously reinforced behavior, but it can                 
also drive the emergence of new, previously non-reinforced behavior (23–27). In agreement with             
these studies, our results showed that during the extinction phase, the reinforced choice was not               
simply replaced by choice omissions. Instead, animals expressed a significant preference for the             
alternative choice in nearly one third of the sessions (Fig. 2B3 and B4), although this particular                
response was never reinforced in the presence of the discriminant stimulus in a given session.               
This counterintuitive behavior could be related to the phenomenon of resurgence, wherein a             
previously reinforced and then extinguished response reappears during a period of extinction for             
a subsequently learned response (54, 55). Thus, if we consider that an alternative choice in a                
given session might correspond to a response that has been reinforced and extinguished in a               
previous session, this previously extinguished response might "resurge" in the current session as             
an alternative choice once the reinforced choice is extinguished. However, in our results,             
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alternative choices occur prominently already in the first extinction session, before any responses             
had been extinguished. In addition, resurgence cannot account for any of our other findings,              
namely, abrupt transitions, lack of renewal, and the dynamics of these behaviors.  
 
Notwithstanding, the emergence of apparently purposeless behavior is puzzling. If one particular            
response is abandoned due to the lack of reinforcers, and an alternative is picked as a result, why                  
would an animal persist on an unrewarded alternative over omissions? Evolutionary theories of             
foraging have proposed reasons why probing alternative behaviors might pay under reduced            
reward conditions (56, 57), but these arguments explain the ultimate level, thereby lacking             
proximate, mechanistic explanations. From the perspective of reinforcement learning, explaining          
unrewarded alternative choices is difficult, as they do not provide any added value relative to an                
omission, and incurs the cost of the extra energy spent. Furthermore, models based on statistical               
inference predict that all the choices available in the presence of the extinction stimulus should be                
extinguished, and therefore, the extinction phase should be dominated by omissions (30). Our             
computational model, on the other hand, offers a parsimonious, mechanistic account by showing             
that associative learning, combined with a winner-takes-all decision making process, predicts not            
only the emergence of variability across sessions, but also persistence on previously unrewarded             
responses. In our model, the emergence of persistent unrewarded behavior critically depends on             
the context's ability to establish excitatory and inhibitory associations with specific responses (17,             
18, 21, 52, 53). This property enables the context to generate imbalances in the net inputs to                 
motor units, allowing the emergence of persistent alternative choices during the extinction phase. 
 
The renewal effect across sessions. To the best of our knowledge, the renewal effect has not                
been studied systematically across multiple sessions. We have shown here that the renewal             
effect was intermittent across sessions in single pigeons, but its overall prevalence across all              
pigeons decayed systematically as sessions progressed. In previous studies, this effect could            
have been masked by the pooling across sessions (36). In our model, the renewal effect occurs                
due to the release of the inhibition exerted by the context on a specific response (17–19, 21).                 
After many sessions of training, these negative associations between context and responses            
reach their saturation value. As a consequence, the conditioned response can no longer be              
rescued by the release of context-inhibition. Thus, the decay of the renewal effect with sessions is                
a natural consequence of the existence of an asymptote of conditioning; a property that is               
ubiquitous across models of associative learning (15, 47, 48, 58, 59). 
 
The role of context in extinction and renewal. As discussed above, a key aspect of our model                 
is that the context can directly establish excitatory and inhibitory associations with specific             
responses (17, 18, 21, 52, 53). However, it has been suggested that context can also establish                
associations with the representations of the outcome (60, 61), or modulate the association             
between response and outcome (occasion setting hypothesis) (62). Since these hypotheses are            
not mutually exclusive, our results cannot rule out a scenario where context exerts a direct or                
modulatory influence over the representation of the outcome. Nevertheless, our results do lend             
support to the idea that the context can establish direct excitatory and inhibitory associations with               
specific responses. If the effect of the context was limited to either a direct or modulatory                
influence over the representation of the outcome, it is not clear how it could drive the emergence                 
of alternative responses, or abrupt transitions of behavior upon the onset of the extinction phase               
in a purely associative learning scenario. 
 
Scope of the model. The purpose of our model was to test whether unexpected and highly                
variable individual behaviors can emerge from purely associative learning, i.e., without the            
influence of complex cognitive processes. Therefore, we have intentionally omitted components           
from previous associative models that could be attributed to higher-order cognitive functions. In             
particular, the law governing the update of associative strengths in our model does not consider               
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an associability term (or salience), which previous models have used to describe the selective              
attention certain stimuli become due to their relative predictive power of desired/undesired            
outcomes (15, 47, 48, 58, 59). In some of these models, this term is updated from trial to trial,                   
thereby modulating the learning rates dynamically within single sessions (48, 58, 59). Curiously,             
our model exhibits extinction learning at varying speeds (see Figs. 3B and 4), even though it                
lacks a term modulating the learning rates; a phenomenon that could be otherwise attributed to               
attentional variations due to reward expectancy, as suggested by previous models.  
 
Although our model provides a parsimonious explanation of the observed behavior in terms of              
associative learning, it cannot rule out the involvement of higher-order cognitive functions,            
particularly in species that easily learn abstract rules like corvids and primates (63, 64), in               
contrast to pigeons (42–44). It could be argued, for example, that the decay of the renewal effect                 
with session number (Fig. 3D) reflects learning about the structure of the task: As sessions               
progress, animals might learn that a switch from context B back to context A does not predict a                  
return of the reinforcement contingency of the acquisition phase. Hence, the renewal effect would              
decay gradually as animals experience more and more sessions with the same ABA structure.              
Since such putative abstract-rule learning is not perfect, some forgetting or attentional fluctuations             
might lead to the intermittent reappearance of the renewal effect (Fig. S3, bottom), but overall,               
renewal decays with experience. Along the same lines, the dominance of smooth transitions in              
the first session, and the appearance of abrupt transitions at later sessions (Fig. 3B) might also                
reflect some form of abstract-rule learning: In the first session, animals experience a withdrawal              
of reinforcers when the context is switched to B for the very first time. Not knowing that reward                  
contingency is linked to context, the animals will initially persist on the previously reinforced              
response for several trials before gradually changing their behavior as a result of the absence of                
the expected reward. Such behavioral momentum might be reduced in later sessions as animals              
learn that a change from the acquisition context A to the extinction context B signals a change in                  
the reward contingency. The application of this hypothetical rule might also be subject to              
attentional fluctuations and other sources of noise, resulting in the observed intermittent pattern of              
abrupt transitions. Based on our data, we cannot rule out that these hypothetical behavioral              
strategies drive the observed complex behaviors during extinction and renewal-test. However,           
based on the results of our simple associative learning model, we can conclude that higher-order               
cognition is not necessary to account for the aforementioned features in the cumulative learning              
curves.  
 
In conclusion, we have uncovered a rich variability of behavior in operant extinction learning and 
renewal that so far has remained concealed in population averages. Even though these complex 
behaviors appear to reflect abstract rule learning, we have demonstrated that associative learning 
can generate similarly complex behavior without resorting to higher-order cognitive processes. 
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Materials and Methods 
 
Subjects. Twelve pigeons (Columba livia) obtained from private breeders were used as subjects             
in the present experiment. Birds were housed in individual wire-mesh cages or local aviaries              
within a colony room. The housing facilities were controlled for light cycles (12 h light/dark cycles                
starting at 8 am), temperature and humidity. All animals had ad libitum access to water and were                 
kept between 80% and 90% of the free-feeding body weight. The food deprivation was necessary               
to keep the animals engaged in the experimental procedures. All animals were treated in              
accordance with the German guidelines for the care and use of animals in science. The               
experimental procedures were approved by a national ethics committee of the State of North              
Rhine-Westphalia, Germany and were in agreement with the European Communities Council           
Directive 86/609/EEC concerning the care and use of animals for experimental purposes. 
 
Apparatus. The experimental procedures were conducted in custom-made Skinner boxes (35cm           
x 35cm x 35cm (36) situated in sound-attenuating cubicles (80cm x 80cm x 80cm)(65). Each               
Skinner box featured three rectangular pecking areas that were horizontally arranged on the rear              
wall. Depending on the type of Skinner box, either touch screens or translucent response keys               
combined with a mounted LCD flat screen monitor were used to track pecking responses. A               
feeder was located below the central pecking site to deliver food rewards during the experiments.               
White LED strips mounted to the ceiling were used to illuminate the experimental chamber.              
Furthermore, red and green LED strips were attached to the ceiling to enable flexible contextual               
changes during the paradigm. If the animals successfully pecked onto a response key, an              
auditory feedback sound was presented. The hardware was controlled by a custom written             
MATLAB program  (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) using the Biopsychology toolbox (66). 
 
Procedure. We employed a modified version of a consecutive extinction learning paradigm in             
which animals undergo an acquisition, extinction and a renewal-test phase within one session             
(67). The animals had to associate stimuli with corresponding choices. In the experiment, one              
single stimulus was presented per trial and signalled the animal to make either a left or a right                  
choice at the end of the trial depending on the stimulus identity. In brief, each trial started with the                   
presentation of an initialization key for up to 6s. A successfully registered key peck to the center                 
response key triggered the sample presentation. One of four stimuli (see below) was presented              
for 2.5s on the center key. Following the stimulus presentation, the animals were required to               
confirm that they attended the target stimulus by pecking on the center key once more. After                
pecking on the confirmation key, the center key stimulus disappeared and the two choice keys               
were illuminated. The animal had to decide on a left or a right choice depending on the identity of                   
the stimulus that was presented earlier. If the animals made the correct choice, a 2s long reward                 
period commenced during which the food hopper was illuminated and food was available. In the               
case of an incorrect choice, the lights in the operant-chamber were turned off for 2s as a mild                  
punishment. Consecutive trials were separated by an inter-trial-interval (ITI) of 4s duration. The             
structure of the trials for the different experimental phases is shown in Fig. 1A. During a session,                 
the animals were confronted with four different stimuli presented in a pseudorandomized order.             
Two of the stimuli were associated with a left choice and the other two stimuli were associated                 
with a right choice. In a trial, only one of the four stimuli was presented on the center key. Animals                    
were pre-trained on two of the stimuli prior to the experimental sessions studied here. Hence, two                
of these stimuli were familiar to the animals and served as control stimuli as well as fix points                  
during the experiment. The other two stimuli were session-unique and the stimulus-response            
associations had to be learned in the acquisition phase through trial-and-error.  
 
The acquisition phase comprised a minimum of 150 trials and ended once the animals satisfied               
all of the following criteria: the animals initialized 85% of the trials correctly, performed above 85%                
correctly in response to the novel stimuli and above 80% correctly is response to the two familiar                 
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stimuli. Performance values were calculated as a running average over the past 100 trials. The               
subsequent extinction phase was marked by two key differences as compared to the acquisition              
phase. (1) one of the novel stimuli was randomly chosen as the extinction stimulus, i.e., it was no                  
longer followed by reward nor by punishment after any choice the animal made. Instead, the               
feedback phase was replaced by a 2s-long period void of feedback. (2) After the initialization of                
the trial by the animal, a red LED light (indicator of context B1) replaced the white house light                  
used in the acquisition phase. The red LED light remained on until the end of the trial or until a                    
punishment condition was met. To ensure that the physical identity of the red light was not driving                 
behavioral effects in the extinction context, we also used a green LED light as an indicator for the                  
extinction context (context B2). During extinction training, both the red and green context were              
present in each session and specifically associated with two experimental stimuli, namely one             
familiar and one novel stimulus for each context. Therefore, one of the contexts was always the                
context associated with extinction learning whereas the other context was not associated with             
extinction learning. The extinction phase comprised a minimum of 150 trials and ended when the               
following conditions were all met: the animals initialized 85% of the trials correctly, performed              
above 80% correctly in response to the novel non-extinction stimulus and more than 75%              
correctly in response to the two familiar control stimuli, and emitted the conditioned choice in               
response to the extinction stimulus less than 20% of the time. All performance values were               
calculated as a running average over the past 100 trials. Finally, the renewal-test phase was used                
to study the return of the conditioned choice when the context was switched back to the                
acquisition context A (Fig. 1A). Importantly, the extinction stimulus remained without feedback to             
measure the renewal effect. The renewal-test phase lasted for a fixed number of 250 trials and                
required no behavioral criterion to end. Its end also marked the end of the session. 
 
Behavioral analysis. To visualize the behavior in response to a specific stimulus within single              
sessions, we plotted the cumulative record of responses to that stimulus as a function of trial                
number. For each trial, the choice behavior of the animal, namely, omissions, alternative choice,              
and conditioned choice, were encoded as 0, -1, and 1, respectively. To quantify the preference               
for the alternative and conditioned choices during the extinction and renewal-test phases,            
respectively, we counted the number (k) of responses and assessed its significance by             
calculating the probability p(k) of obtaining at least k responses in N random trials under the null                 
hypothesis. N is the total number of trials, in which a particular stimulus was presented in a                 
particular phase. Since responses to the extinction stimulus are not rewarded during the             
extinction and renewal-test phases, our null-hypothesis assumes unbiased random responses,          
such that each one of the three possible outcomes can occur with probability ⅓. If the probability                 
of observing at least k responses was below a threshold of 0.05, we regarded the count as                 
significant. This method, however, overlooks those cases where a non-significant number of            
responses are arranged in a chain of persistent responses, which is also unlikely to occur by                
chance. To consider those cases, we also measured the length L of the longest chain of                
persistent responses found on a specific phase (AP in Figs. 2A and S1), and calculated the                
probability p(L) of obtaining a chain of at least L trials by chance in N random trials. Finally, the                   
choice behavior was regarded as significant, if one of the aforementioned tests yielded a p-value               
below 0.05. We also used this method to test for the renewal effect, which was regarded as                 
present when the animals significantly expressed the conditioned choice during the renewal-test            
phase. Due to the relatively small number of animals (7) that underwent more than 10 sessions,                
to correlate the session number with the prevalence of the renewal effect across animals, we               
grouped the data from sessions 11 to 22 in blocks of two sessions (10 to 13 data points per                   
block), and the data from sessions 23 to 26 in one single block (13 data points). To assess the                   
presence of abrupt transitions of behavior upon the onset of the extinction phase, we focused on                
the responses to the first 5 presentations of the extinction stimulus under context B. Our               
null-hypothesis (i.e., no behavioral change) assumes that animals continue to emit the            
conditioned choice with the 85% probability required to accomplish the acquisition phase. Thus, if              
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animals emit at least 3 non-reinforced choices (alternative choices or omissions) within the first 5               
trials of the extinction phase, the null-hypothesis is rejected (p = 0.022, Binomial test), and the                
behavioral transition is considered abrupt. Otherwise, the behavioral transition is considered           
smooth. 
  
Associative network and decision making model. The model consists of a simple network that              
associates sensory input with two motor outputs (triangles), one each for the left (L) and right (R)                 
responses (Fig. 3A). Binary sensory units (ovals) signal the presence or absence of a specific               
stimulus (including the context) with a 1 or 0, respectively. These sensory units provide excitatory               
and inhibitory input to the motor units. Hence, the total synaptic input to the motor units is given                  
by:  
 

,s su = W exc − W inh  

 
where is a two element vector containing the input to the L and R motor units, and  u                  W exc   W inh  
are matrices containing the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic weights, respectively, and is a            s   
binary vector specifying the set of stimuli that are present in a given trial. The motor units are                  
rectifying linear units, i.e. they have a threshold at 0, which are driven by the net synaptic input                  
and excitatory noise. Hence, the activation of the motor units is given by: 
 

,eLUm = R (u )+ ε  
 

where is a two element vector describing the activation of L and R, and ε is a two element  m                    
vector containing the noise inputs to L and R. These are drawn from two independent uniform                
distributions on the interval (0, 1). The behavioral choice corresponds to the motor unit with the                
highest activation in the presence of a given stimulus and context:  
 

.hoice rgmaxc = a (m)   

 

If the total input (synaptic plus noise) to both motor units are equal or lower than 0, no response is                    
selected, resulting in a choice omission.  
 
If a reward is delivered upon responding, excitatory connections between the active sensory units              
and the responding motor unit are reinforced. Otherwise, excitatory connections remain           
unchanged. Conversely, when a reward is not delivered, inhibitory connections between the            
active sensory units and the responding motor unit are reinforced. Otherwise, inhibitory            
connections remain unchanged. The value of the synapses (i.e. associative strengths) are            
updated according to: 
 

,w (w )Δ ij = λexc,inh ∞
exc,inh − wij  

 
where is the increase of the synapse connecting input i with motor unit j, corresponds wΔ ij              λexc,inh  
to the learning rate of excitation or inhibition, and is the maximum possible value that         w∞

exc,inh       
excitatory or inhibitory weights can reach, i.e., their respective saturation values (15, 47, 48, 58,               
59). 
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Figure 1. An operant extinction task exhibits complex choice behavior across sessions. (A)             
Illustration of the behavioral paradigm. Top: Each trial is initialized by a peck on the central key,                 
which triggers the presentation of one of four stimuli. After stimulus presentation, animals confirm              
with a peck on the central key, and choose between either pecking the left or right key, or omitting                   
the response altogether. Middle: The trial outcomes, i.e. responses (“R” stands for right peck, “L”               
for left peck and “(none)” for omission), can be encoded in a unipolar (0,1) or bipolar fashion                 
(-1,0,+1). Bottom: Each session consisted of three phases with different reward contingencies for             
the extinction stimulus (ExtS). (B) Learning curves obtained from one session. Unipolar coding             
(solid gray trace) shows the decay of the conditioned response in the extinction phase (gray area)                
and the renewal of the conditioned response upon return to context A. The bipolar coding (black                
trace) uncovers the choice behavior during the extinction phase, where a negative slope shows              
preference for the alternative choice over omissions in the extinction and renewal-test phase.             
Responses to control stimuli (dashed gray trace) in interleaved trials remained consistent            
throughout the session. (C) Cumulative record of unipolar-encoded curves for all sessions (thin             
traces) obtained from one animal along with the grand average (thick trace). Trial numbers are               
standardized for visualization and averaging (Acquisition: [-1 0); Extinction: [0 1); Renewal: [1 2)). 
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Figure 2. Variability of behavior during extinction. (A) Bipolar-encoded cumulative learning curves            
for a sample of four sessions. Behavior during the extinction phase is not limited to the canonical                 
extinction curve (A1), which is characterized by smooth transitions upon the onset of context B,               
and extinction dominated by omissions. Learning curves also express abrupt transitions (A2 and             
4) and preference for the alternative choice (A3 and 4). Proportion of alternative-choice             
responses (AC) and persistence on alternative (AP; number of consecutive trials during the             
respective phase) are shown when significant (p < 0.05). Stars on top of the learning curves mark                 
the significance of the renewal effect. (B) Standardized learning curves (gray traces)            
corresponding to 156 behavioral sessions obtained from 12 animals. For all sessions, -1             
represents the onset of acquisition, 0 the onset of extinction, 1 the onset of the renewal test and 2                   
the end of the experiment. Curves were classified according to their mode of transition from the                
acquisition to the extinction phase (smooth vs. abrupt) and their expression of alternative choices              
during the extinction phase. B1: smooth transition and no alternative choice; B2: abrupt transition              
and no alternative choice. B3: smooth transition and alternative choice. B4: abrupt transition and              
alternative choice. Number at the top left corner of each panel indicates the proportion of learning                
curves that fall into the respective class.  
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Figure 3. Variability of behavior across pigeons and sessions. (A) Number of learning curves (#               
sessions) that fall into each of the four classes for each animal. Individual pigeons do not exhibit a                  
clear bias for a particular type of learning curve. (B) Number of animals expressing each class of                 
learning curve across sessions. During the first session, all pigeons exhibited smooth transitions             
at the onset of context B (Classes 1 or 3). Abrupt transitions (Classes 2 or 4) emerged exclusively                  
after the first session. (C) Number of sessions in which significant renewal is observed, for each                
animal. (D) Expression of the renewal effect declines as a function of session.  
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Figure 4. Associative learning model predicts extinction dominated by alternative choice. (A)            
Associative network. Sensory units (ovals) can establish excitatory associations directly with           
motor units (triangles) mediating the left and right responses, or inhibitory associations via             
interneurons (circles). Motor units also receive excitatory noise. (B) Schematic of how the             
composition of the motor unit input activity is depicted: Inhibition (indicated by vertical lines),              
excitation (indicated by open bars), and excitatory noise (indicated by solid blue bars). Hence, the               
net activation is indicated by the top of the bar. The unit with the highest net activation triggers the                   
corresponding behavioral response. If the net activation of both motor units remains below the              
threshold, a choice omission ensues. (C) Model responses to four consecutive sessions of a              
simplified version of the task performed by the pigeons. (top) Cumulative responses for the              
extinction stimulus. The proportion of alternative choices (AC) and longest chain of successive             
alternative choices (AP: Alternative persistence) during extinction are shown. (C1) Preference for            
the alternative choice during extinction. (C2) Abrupt transition upon onset of extinction context.             
(C3) Absence of renewal. (C4) Reappearance of renewal. Note that the variable dynamics of              
extinction emerged due to remnant context-response associations from previous sessions.          
(bottom) Input composition of the left and right motor-output units (L and R, respectively) in               
response to the extinction stimulus (black) and context (red). The contribution of each component              
to the activation is coded as shown in B. Activity is sampled at the onset of the extinction phase                   
(a), during extinction (b), at the onset of the renewal-test phase (c), and at the end of the                  
renewal-test phase (d); see corresponding circles on top. The learning rates of all connections              
were set to 0.02, and all synaptic weights saturated at a value of 20 (see Materials and Methods).  
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Figure 5. Associative learning accounts for the general trend observed in the behavior of pigeons               
in extinction learning and renewal. (A) Sample sessions obtained from one pigeon-model,            
showing strong preference for the alternative choice (sessions 1 and 4), an abrupt transition at               
the onset of the extinction phase (session 4) and decay of the renewal effect (sessions 7 and 8).                  
(B) Preference for the alternative choice during extinction as proportion of emitted choices (top)              
and proportion of pigeon-models emitting a significant number of alternative choices (bottom). (C)             
Prevalence of the renewal effect expressed as proportion of emitted conditioned choices (top)             
and proportion of pigeon-models emitting a significant number of conditioned choices (bottom)            
during the renewal-test phase. Model results were obtained from a batch of 20 pigeon-models              
subjected to 20 sessions with randomly selected contexts and extinction stimuli. Simulations were             
run using three different learning rates for inhibitory connections (0.005, 0.01 and 0.02). 
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Supplementary Information 
 
 

 

Figure S1. Standardized learning curves from the first exposure to the extinction task. Gray area               
demarcates the extinction phase. Proportion of alternative choices (AC; percent during the            
respective phase) and alternative persistence (AP; number of consecutive trials during the            
respective phase) are shown when significant (p < 0.05). Stars on top right of panels mark the                 
significance of the renewal effect. 
 

 

Figure S2. Change point analysis reveals changes of behavior across sessions. (A) Cumulative             
responses to the extinction stimulus in a single session. Phase is color-coded (red: acquisition;              
green: extinction; blue: renewal-test). Black dots show the change-points as identified by the             
change point analysis. (B) Cumulative distribution of the trial number, at which the change point               
occurs during the extinction phase (dashed: first session; solid: remaining sessions). The change             
point occurs earlier in later sessions. 
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Figure S3. Distribution of the renewal effect across pigeons and sessions. Top: Proportion of              
pigeons expressing a significant number of conditioned choices (gray bars) and average fraction             
of conditioned choices (black line) during renewal-test as a function of session block. Due to the                
relatively small number of animals (7) that underwent more than 10 sessions, data from sessions               
11 to 22 were grouped in blocks of two sessions (10 to 13 data points per block), and data from                    
sessions 23 to 26 were grouped in one single block (13 data points) Middle: Distribution of                
occurence of conditioned choices for all pigeons and sessions. Bottom: p-values of the             
conditioned choices for all pigeons and sessions.  
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